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Compiled by Therese Willkomm, PhD., ATP-  603-491-6555  theresew@unh.edu

- **Jambox by Jawbone** – Red Bluetooth Speaker
- **Lasered Pics** – custom key guards
- **Gumdrop iPad Case** – For kids who throw IPs and might drool
- **Big Grips iPad Case** – For Kids who like to throw iPad
- **Fintie Casebot Kiddie Series Light Weight Shock Proof Handle Case for iPad 4th Generation with Retina Display, iPad 3 & iPad 2**
- **Compusult Eva Case**
- **Invisablesheild by Zagg** – to protect your iPad screen – pain to put on yourself
- **Ivisor by MOSHI** – protects your iPad screen and is much easier to put on
- **Bluetooth SuperSwitch Interface from RJ Cooper**
- **Bluetooth Switch Interface from RJ Cooper** – a bit on the glitchy side with some apps
- **Blue2 Bluetooth iPad Switch Interface** – excellent switch works with sounding board AAC app
- **APPlicator iPad Switch Interface by Pretorian Technologies Ltd**
- **RSLSteeper Switch, The Perrero+** – used for switch scanning and activation
- **Apple iPad Camera Connection Kit for iPad 2** – transferring pictures from a camera to iPad
- **Sea Sucker** – Mounting the iPad on a table
- **OJO video converting software** – converting videos to mp4 and adding to itunes library for syncing later
- **ModularHose.com Tablet and Device Solutions** – Mounting iPad to table or a wheelchair
- **Kensington KeyFolio Pro Plus - Bluetooth Keyboard for iPad Air**
- **Zagg Slim Book** - Ultra-Slim Tablet Keyboard & Detachable Case
- **Tac Type Keyboard (formerly iKeyboard)** – Plastic overlay with auditory and Kenethetic feedback
- **Magic Keyboard** - Apple Bluetooth keyboard for iPad
- **Apple TV and HDMI compatible Projector** – Use Apple TV with HDMI compatible LCD projector to project wireless – Use Bluetooth. If you plan to use your wifi connection talk with your IT department
- **Apple VGA adapters – to present from iPad**
- **Apple Digital AV Adapter** – for HDMI compatible display
- **SanDisk Lightning connector** – Mobile Flash Drive
- **Cables to Go TruLink 2-Port UXGA Monitor Switcher/Extender with Audio** – if you are presenting from multiple devices
- **Round Tube Clamp Kit from Modularhose.com** – clamping ¾ inch loc-line or ¼ inch PVC tubing to wheelchair
- **Bigkeys keyboard** with apple camera kit – using USB port
- **BubCap** – to block the home button – from papercliprobot.com
- **iPad stylus** – for writing on the iPad - found at target or online
- **Adapted Styluses by shapedad on Etsy** – a variety of adapted styluses
- **Targus Stylus+Pen+Lazer Pointer** -when presenting on apps the lazer is useful for pointing out features
- **iBackFlip.com – carrying case**
- **Hook+ by Ablenet** – Switch adapter that works with switch control for iOS7 and later
- **Switchamajig** – Operate Switch adapted toys and remote control toys
- **Sphero 2.0 – Robotic Ball** – Use with iPad
- Up by Jawbone – Activiy Tracker
- Philips In.sight Wireless camera – Home monitor
- Belkin WeMo Insight Switch – Home Automation
- Pocketfinder – GPS Tracker
- HP Photosmart 7520 e-All-in-One Printer
- Stick N Find – Finding keys, cellphone and other objects
- The Tile App – Finding misplace objects and devices
- Apogee Microphone
- Apple Watch – Smart watch compatible with Apple
- Pebbles Watch – Smart watch compatible with Apple and Android
- Livescribe 3 Smartpen

Therese Willkomm’s iPad Inventions

Available from the Institute on Disability – IOD Book Store - 603-862-4320 - Or contact iodbookstore.org

- AT PAD stand – Flexible stand for iPad and other Devices – $99.00
- Eileen – for Supporting an iPad
- Slanta-Lean – Transformer – for iPads, books, slant board, sitting, and scanning and reading
- Assistive Technology Solutions in Minutes Book II – Ordinary Items, Extraordinary Solutions by Therese Willkomm, PhD, ATP – This book contains a DVD of 115 “How-to” Video Clips. Book contains a chapter on 50 ways to adapt an iPad

Other materials used by Dr. Willkomm to Adapt the iPad

- Loc-Line
- Corrogated Plastic
- Velnco Rapid Strap Kit
- Doublesided foam Tape
- Industrial Velcro
- Corner Guard
- UGlu
- Acrylic
- Polyester Mylar
- Foamies
- Remo II – repositionable tape
- Koffler Soft pebble non-slip tape
- 17” Industrial Twist Ties